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UK Ministry of Defence controls
frontline aircraft cost-effectively
by partnering with IBM
The RAF alone currently has around
2 million individual stock items,
approximately 500 aircraft flying an
average of 10,000 sorties a month
worldwide and hundreds of different
versions of engine that fit on a Tornado
aircraft alone. It is easy to appreciate
the challenge in gaining visibility and
control of these assets.
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expectations
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“ IBM was very willing to
work with us as a partner
during our early teething
troubles. A very strong
relationship developed
enabling delivery of
the full scope of this
intricate programme in
the planned four year
timescale.”
Wing Commander Bill Walker, Head of Service
Management (IBM) for the LAIPT
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Large work packs for the scheduled
maintenance of aircraft are

“ IBM and the MoD
have worked together
throughout to deliver
a highly successful
engineering and asset
management capability
to the front line aircraft
fleet.”
Wing Commander Bill Walker, Head of
Service Management (IBM) for the LAIPT

generated and managed through the
maintenance management system.
If an engineer tries to fit an incorrect
component to an aircraft during
maintenance, LITS highlights the
error and prevents confirmation of the
maintenance task until it is correct,
enforcing the correct configuration of
components for each aircraft.
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occurring faults, which can then be
targeted and addressed to improve

For more information

the availability of aircraft.

To find out more about IBM Business
Consulting Services contact your IBM

LITS provides the ability to easily and

sales representative or visit:

quickly test and refine the complex
algorithms used to calculate aircraft
life, enabling that life to be safely
extended. Wing Commander Walker
pointed out that IBM is always mindful
of the caution needed when critical
matters like aircraft safety are involved.
He says: “ The information we obtain
from LITS is used for making decisions
on airworthiness, in other words,
should a particular aircraft fly or not?
IBM understands the need to be risk
averse when dealing with aircraft
systems and we appreciate working
with a partner we know we can trust.”

ibm.com/services/bcs

“ IBM understands the
need to be risk averse
when dealing with
aircraft systems and we
appreciate working with
a partner we know we
can trust.”
Wing Commander Bill Walker, Head of
Service Management (IBM) for the LAIPT.
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